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Timing- and Crosstalk-Driven Area Routing
Hsiao-Ping Tseng, Member, IEEE, Louis Scheffer, Senior Member, IEEE, and Carl Sechen, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We present a timing- and crosstalk-driven router
for the chip assembly task that is applied between global and
detailed routing. Our new approach aims to process the crosstalk
and timing constraints by ordering nets and tuning wire spacing
in a quantitative way. The new approach fits between global
routing and detailed routing along the physical design flow. It is
the first to address the timing- and crosstalk-driven area routing
problem using crosspoint assignment prior to the detailed routing
stage, in contrast to the most previous approaches applied in the
post-detailed routing stage. Our new approach enjoys a larger
optimization solution space than the previous approaches whose
solution space is highly limited by routed geometric constraints.
Based on the global routing information, our graph-based opti-
mizer preroutes wires on the global routing grids incrementally.
The graph-based optimizer has two stages, net order assignment
and space relaxation. A quick capacitance extraction and El-
more delay calculator considering signal switching activities are
implemented to find the timing of critical nets and to provide
the timing slack database of critical nets. As the graph-based
algorithm proceeds, the path delay of critical nets and the timing
slack database are updated. During the optimization process, it
only optimizes the timing critical paths with negative slack values.
The experimental results show a 5%–16% delay reduction for
MCNC macrocell benchmark circuits for a 0.25- m process for
wire geometric ratio (height/width) = 1.0, against a 25% delay
reduction if there is infinite space around each metal wire on the
same layer. It shows a remarkable 8.4%–25% delay reduction
for MCNC benchmarks for wire geometric ratio = 2.0, against
a 33% delay reduction if there is infinite space around each
metal wire. As experimental results indicate, our new approach
overall achieves an average 46% reduction on intralayer coupling
capacitance. Therefore, the delay reduction by our optimizer is
more significant when the minimum feature size continuously
shrinks and the wire geometric ratio increases.

Index Terms—Area routing, crosstalk, net order, timing driven.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

ONE OF the emerging issues in deep submicrometer tech-
nology is the increasing effect of coupling capacitance

between interconnect on the same layers. Our capacitance ex-
tractor shows that for typical process parameters the intra-layer
coupling capacitance contributes 25% of metal2 interconnect
capacitance in a 0.25-m process if the wire geometric ratio
(height/width) is 1.0 and 33% if the wire geometric ratio is 2.0.
As the feature size shrinks, the wire geometric ratio becomes
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larger and wires have less spacing to neighboring wires. Wire re-
sistance and intralayer coupling capacitance therefore increase
as feature sizes shrink. It has the direct impact that the intercon-
nect delay exceeds the gate delay in deep submicrometer tech-
nology. Most of the existing routing frameworks only consider
wire length as the constraint for path delay and ignore the neigh-
boring switching correlation. Previous work in the crosstalk-
aware routing problem [7]–[17] is mostly in the gridded do-
main in which spacings between wires are fixed. However, in
many cases, a deep submicrometer routing framework should
no longer route signals at minimum wire width and at minimum
spacing. None of the previous work can optimize interconnect
delay by tuning net ordering and adjusting spacing in a quanti-
tative way at a global level.

The interconnect coupling capacitance causes signal in-
tegrity problems in two respects, timing faults and logic
faults. In Fig. 1(a), the coupling capacitance between signals
I1 and I2 causes interference in several ways. If two signals
switch at the same time in the same direction, the coupling
capacitance does not affect the voltage level of the two signal
lines at least to first order and we say the effective neighboring
coupling capacitance . If one signal switches and the
other is silent, the effective neighboring coupling capacitance

. If two signals switch at the same time in the
different directions, they affect each other and increase the
delay such that . In a general case, the neighboring
coupling capacitance ranges from to and depends on the
switching correlation between two coupled wires. For a static
gate, the switching activities of signal I1 may cause pulses on
the neighbor signal I2 [see Fig. 1(c)]. The crosstalk pulse may
be passed to subsequent gate levels, causing unneeded signal
transitions and therefore increased power dissipation. For a
dynamic gate, suppose the output I1 has a coupling capacitance
to the input of gate , as shown in Fig. 1(d). During the
evaluation period ( ), the upward switching of signal I1
causes an upward glitch on the input of dynamic gate ,
which can result in a nonrestorable loss of charge at the storage
node I2, thus propagating a wrong value to the next stage. There
are many heuristics and techniques, such as wire permutation,
buffer insertion, and buffer sizing, which can decrease coupling
capacitance or improve timing and potentially reduce logic
fault hazards and timing fault hazards. In this paper, we mainly
concentrate on improving the worst case timing.

To estimate the crosstalk effect from circuit-switching activ-
ities, our path-delay calculation uses a switching factor ()
with regard to the timing (transition) windows of two signals.
If the transition windows of two signals overlap but switch in
the same direction, then for the best case the and the
effective coupling capacitance (for the worst case,

and ). If one signal switches and the other
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1. Crosstalk effect (the dashed lines are signal waveforms due toC ). (a) Basic circuit. (b) Timing fault. (c) Logic fault-static gate. (d) Logic fault-dynamic
gate.

is silent, then for both the best and worst case the switching
factor and . Conversely, if the transition win-
dows of two signals overlap but switch in different directions,
the and . Previous work [5] on predicting cir-
cuit switching activities has proved that it is very difficult and
inaccurate to guess switching activities from circuit function-
ality. In this paper, we assume the switching factors of signals
are provided by synthesis tools or the user.

B. Previous Work in Crosstalk Reduction Routing

In this paper, we shall present a new method to adjust net
ordering and wire spacing in the post-global routing stage by
assigning the positions of cross points along the boundaries of
routing regions. To compare with the previous approaches in
the crosstalk reduction domain, we briefly give overview of the
previous work in this section. Previous crosstalk reduction work
falls into three stages along the design flow, post-global routing,
detailed routing, and post-layout spacing.

1) Post-Global Routing:Xue et al. [6] developed a
post-global routing crosstalk risk analyzer that estimates the
possible coupling between sensitive nets and tries to reroute
nets away from crosstalk risky zones. Its graph-based approach
solves the problem nicely, but lacks a convincing crosstalk
estimation without a detailed routing. The crosstalk reduction
heuristic at the post-global routing stage has the great freedom
to optimize the layout in a larger solution space than other work
done in the detailed routing stage.

2) Detailed Routing:Crosstalk reduction efforts have been
made at a detailed routing level for the river routing problem [8],
the switchbox problem [13], and the channel routing problem
(CRP) [9]–[12]. However, these algorithms are all in the net or-
dering domain with fixed spacing in which segments are rear-
ranged during the postprocessing stage such that accumulated
coupling capacitance of critical nets is reduced. The segment

rearrangement heuristics of the above approaches only apply to
nets in a local scope, such as in a switchbox or in a channel.

The crosstalk-driven routing problem for mixed-signal
or analog circuits have been approached by [14]–[16]. The
gridless graph-based channel router by Dubois and Donzelle
(D&D) [15] is an extension to the Glitter channel router
[3]. The D&D channel router uses precalculated augmented
spacing rules under the consideration of crosstalk constraints,
contrary to the minimum spacing rule in Glitter. Kirkpatrick’s
crosstalk-driven channel router [9] is mainly extended from
Glitter and he proves the problem to be in the NP-complete
domain. His routing framework has a more sophisticated
mechanism to transform the crosstalk budget of sensitive nets
into topological constraints (spacing rules) in a constraint
graph than the D&D channel router. Malavasi [14] developed
a gridded area router which transforms the measures of local
crowding, resistance, and capacitance into the weight set of
the searching algorithm. If timing constraints in the final
routing have been violated, weights are modified based on the
knowledge of performance sensitivities and of the contribution
of the associated parasitics to constraint violations. The circuit
is routed again with the new weight set at up to a finite number
of iterations.

3) Post-Layout Spacing Heuristic:Chaudharyet al. [17]
proposed a post-layout graph-based spacing algorithm in 1993.
The framework spaces out wires after detailed routing has been
finished, contrary to the prerouting strategy of our framework
prior to detailed routing. Our framework is different from
Chaudhary’s work in two aspects—the measure of the crosstalk
effect and the graph-based algorithm. Chaudhary’s measure of
the crosstalk effect is based on crosstalk voltage glitches instead
of actual delay in our framework. In his work, the crosstalk
effect from driver to sink is simply the superposition of all
glitches of wires along the path. The cost function is, therefore,
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Fig. 2. Timing-driven place and route flow.

more for the measure of logic fault hazards rather than timing
fault hazards in our approach. However, it more or less over
estimates the crosstalk glitches because it does not consider the
resistance–capacitance (RC) filter effect on a path from driver
to sink and directly sums up all the unweighted glitches on a
path. Chaudhary’s graph-based algorithm selects the node that
has the worse coupling and increases the edge weight between
them. The potential disadvantage of this greedy operation is the
misutilization of space resources around a timing critical wire
segment compared with our new spacing heuristic, which will
be presented in Section VI.

C. Overview of Our Crosstalk-Driven Area Routing Approach

For industrial circuits, critical nets tend to be long and go
across multiple global routing cells—either channels or switch-
boxes. Fig. 4 shows an example of a chip assembly circuit in
which most nets go across multiple global routing cells. It is
necessary to calculate the timing slack value on a path-delay
basis, instead of on a local cell delay basis. Therefore, a good
crosstalk optimizer must work at a global level and consider the
path delay from driver to sink.

We shall propose a practical and efficient approach that ad-
justs net ordering and relaxes wire spacing in a global scope
and on a path-delay basis. The new approach works like a pre-
router and fits between global routing and detailed routing in a
timing-driven place and route flow, as shown in Fig. 2.

In the first stage of our prerouter, the net order algorithm con-
structs a constraint graph to represent all the segments in the
circuit. It assigns proper net orders starting from the most con-
gested global routing cell boundary toward the least congested
global routing cell boundary. In the second stage, the space
relaxation algorithm allocates available spaces to the regions
around critical nets according to their timing requirements. A
quick capacitance extractor and an Elmore delay calculator are
implemented to update the slack database of path delays along
the whole optimization process. Only the timing critical signals
with negative slack are optimized along the incremental process.
The flow of the crosstalk-aware prerouter is depicted in Fig. 3.

The remainder of the paper describes our new timing- and
crosstalk-driven area prerouter as follows. The problem we shall
solve is formulated in Section II and is proved to be NP-com-
plete. We propose a new graph-based framework to solve the
problem in Section III. TheRCextraction model and intercon-
nect delay calculation are described in Section IV. The net or-
dering algorithm and the space relaxation algorithm are pre-

sented in Sections V and VI, respectively. The experimental re-
sults are shown in Section VII. We shall draw a conclusion in
Section VIII.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We aim to optimize the timing of critical nets in the pres-
ence of crosstalk. We focus on large chip assembly circuits on a
global level. The algorithm is integrated between global routing
and detailed routing and used as a prerouter for the detailed
router. We describe the interesting problem in Section II-A and
formulate it in Section II-B. The proof of NP completeness of
this problem is presented in Section II-C.

A. Chip Assembly Area Routing Problem

The chip assembly routing problem is too complex to
solve in one piece and is often solved by divide-and-conquer
approaches—global routing, then detailed routing. The layout
floorplan is first broken onto a three-dimensional (3-D) global
routing plane of global cells ( cells). A global router searches
for the rough path of each signal on the global cell plane and
determines into which global cells each signal should traverse.
Based on the global routing information, a detailed router is
able to efficiently complete the routing of onecell at a time.
From the practice of industrial chip assembly circuits [see the
example in Fig. 4(a)], we observe that most signals traverse
through multiple cells, preferably by straight segments. To
achieve the goal that long nets are straightened, net ordering
optimization must be done on sets ofcells instead of inside a
single cell. The ordering of nets and spacing between them
can be determined by the crosspoints oncell boundaries
if all wires are straightened [see Fig. 4(b)]. Chip assembly is
clearly a case in which crosspoint assignment can determine
the layout almost as well as the final routing. Kaoet al. [4]
develop a crosspoint assignment algorithm to improve the
routability but it does not consider timing and crosstalk. We
define the crosspoint assignment problem, considering timing
and crosstalk constraints in the next section.

B. Timing-Driven Crosspoint Assignment Problem

In this paper, we shall solve the crosspoint assignment
problem by a graph-based framework. The crosspoint of a
signal determines the position of two segments connected to
the crosspoint. In Fig. 5, crosspoint of net 1 determines
the value of segments and . If crosspoints
and of net 1 have different values, a jog appears between
segment and . Redundant jogs take out extra routing
resources and thus increase the routing difficulty. To maximize
the detailed routability for each global cell, the number of jogs
should be minimized. For example, crosspoints and
are suggested to have the same value. The left end of segment

is determined by crosspoint on the neighboring layer.
The crosspoint assignment problem that we aim to solve

includes several optimization objectives—routability, crosstalk
effect, and path delay. In our delay calculation, we have consid-
ered the signal switching activities along with the interconnect
coupling capacitance. Therefore, the main optimization ob-
jectives fall into two groups—routability and path delay. We
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Fig. 3. Basic flow of crosspoint assignment heuristic.

call the problem of assigning crosspoints oncell boundaries
to optimize routability and path delay to be the timing-driven
crosspoint assignment (TDCA) problem, described as follows.

Given the cell boundary routing channel
with top boundary and

bottom boundary , a global routing of net is
, where is the th sequence of

consecutive crosspoints in the same channel from the driver.
Crosspoint has at-
tached segments , , , where
is the segment to the left, the segment to the right,
and the floating jog next to if applicable. A
directed path from the driver to sink in the
ascending order of its distance from the driver through the
global routing path; and are on the global routing
path to sink .

Objective:

1) path delay for through segments , ,
and meets the timing con-

straint;
2) number of jogs is minimized.
Subject to:

1) position and ;
2) or

, where
is the minimum distance between net and

net ; .
In Section II-C, we shall show that objective 1 is NP-com-

plete. Objective 2 is in fact a CRP and, therefore, NP-complete.

C. NP Completeness of TDCA Problem

The TDCA problem determines the crosspoint ordering (wire
ordering) and crosspoint spacing (wire spacing). We shall show
that the fix-spacing subset of the TDCA problem is NP-com-
plete. We simplify the TDCA problem without loss of generality
to have only one single cell boundary with a constant spacing

between each pair of crosspoints. This proof is based on the min-
imum crosstalk wire ordering (MCWO) problem in [10]. Let the
signals going through the boundary be .
The crosstalk of edge between net and net is
equal to the effective coupling capacitance , where
is the switching factor and is the coupling capacitance be-
tween net and net . According to the proof of the MCWO
problem in [10], an crosstalk matrix , where
specifies the crosstalk between netand net , is given as dis-
tance matrix of the traveling salesperson problem. Finding
the minimum total crosstalk is reduced from finding the max-
imum Hamiltonian path cost in . Therefore, the single cell
boundary fix-spacing TDCA problem is NP-complete.

However, the delay of a timing path is not a linear weighted
sum of RC of segments on the path. Finding the optimal
crosspoint ordering with the minimumRCon one single cell
boundary is not the same as finding the optimal timing delay
for the whole routing channel or the whole circuit. Note that
the TDCA problem also needs to deal with vertical constraints
in the routing channel to maximize the routability for detailed
router. The CRP is NP-complete which makes finding optimal
results for the TDCA problem even more difficult.

III. FRAME WORK—PHYSICAL LAYOUT

On the meshed global routing cell basis, we merge all of the
global routing cells on the same column or the same row into a
vertical channelor ahorizontal channel, respectively. All of the
wires or obstacles within a channel are represented by nodes
inside a constraint graph. Therefore, the ordering of segments
and spacings between them can be naturally determined by the
edges between nodes. Our two algorithms—the net ordering al-
gorithm and the space relaxation algorithm are based on this
constraint graph framework. The definitions of nodes for mov-
able segments and blockages are described in Section III-A. We
shall explain how to calculate a node’s physical location from
the edges within the graph in Section III-B. Putting everything
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Chip assembly circuit. (b) Detailed routing on a meshedG cell
plane (solid lines are theG cell boundaries).

together, we shall transform the crosspoint assignment problem
into a fixed channel routing problem (FCRP) in Section III-C.

A. Node and Graph

A crosspoint determines the value of its two con-
nected horizontal (vertical) segments and . Let cross-
point ’s position if its connected segments are
horizontal, otherwise . The signal of the net through
crosspoint is . A floating node represents a movable
straightened segment. Floating node ,

, represents a set of crosspoints
with the same signal appearing in consecutive boundaries at the
same position. In Fig. 6, if and are represented by dif-
ferent nodes, a jog is needed to connect segments and

. If and are represented by a node, we say seg-
ments , , , are straightened. From the
practice in routing compact circuits, we observe that straight-

ened wires take less routing resources and therefore improve
routability. In our framework, the most important effort to im-
prove routability is to straighten wires with the same signal as
much as we can within a channel.

If there is a hard pin inside channel , the crosspoints
having the same signal as in channel are merged to form
a fixed node which is stuck to the hard pin (see hardpin and

in Fig. 6). Blockages (prerouted wires or blocks) are repre-
sented byfixed nodesin the graph (see fixed node and
in Fig. 6). Top node represents the top boundary of channel
and bottom node represents the bottom boundary of channel
. The ordering and spacing between nodes are described in the

next section.

B. Edge and Weight

Thedirectededge from node to node indicates node
to be above node. The weight of edge between node
and node is equal to the center-to-center distance between

two nodes. Theundirectededge between nodeand node
indicates that the two nodes are to be at least apart.

The set of directed edges is denoted as . Movable seg-
ments (floating nodes) are constrained inside their local chan-
nels. Floating node inside channel has an edge ,
and an edge , . Node inside the upper channel

whose horizontal span overlaps with that of is con-
nected to by a directed edge , [see net 3 and net
1 in Fig. 6, and in Fig. 7(b)]. Node inside the lower
channel which overlaps with is connected to by
an edge , [see net and net 4 in Fig. 6, and
in Fig. 7(b)]. The layout in Fig. 6 is represented by a graph in
Fig. 7(b).

Node is anancestorof node if exists or a directed
path , , from node
to node exists. Node is a descendent of nodeif exists
or a directed path ,
from node to node exists. Anancestor chainis a set of nodes
on a directed path from the top node to node, and adescen-
dent chainis a set of nodes on a directed path from nodeto
the bottom node. The ancestor weight (ANCW) and descendent
weight (DESW) of a node are defined as follows.

1) Top Node: the (or ) value
of the top boundary of channel, if channel is a row
(column) channel.

2) Bottom Node: the (or )
value of the bottom boundary of channel, if channel is
a row (column) channel.

3) Fixed Node: the (or )
value of the center of fixed node .

4) Floating Node:

Clearly, is the upper bound of node’s position
if node and its ancestor chains are fully compacted toward
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Fig. 5. Wiring models.

Fig. 6. Floating node and fixed node.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Graph representation. (a) Before edge assignmente(F ; X ) is
undirected. (b) After edge assignment.

the top. is the lower bound of node’s position if
node and its descendent chains are fully compacted toward
the bottom. An overlapping happens from floating nodeto
its neighbors if . Cycles cannot occur
in the graph because nodes associated with cycles cannot
be implemented physically. For example, directed edges

, lead to ( ),
( ), respectively. Therefore, the cycle
between and makes contradictory physical meaning.

The ANCW and DESW of fixed nodes are fixed. To check the
possible overlapping between fixed nodes and other nodes, we

define the derivative ancestor weight (DANCW) and the deriva-
tive descendent weight (DDESW) of fixed node as follows:

1) ,
;

2) ,
.

is essentially the lowest bound to the
longest directed path from and is the upmost

bound to the longest directed path to. For a fixed
node , it is a design rule error if
or , where and

are given by ( or ). By using this constraint graph,
we shall transform the crosspoint assignment problem into an
FCRP in the next section.

C. FCRP

To construct a constraint graph for a layout, fixed nodes
are first created for blockages. Directed edges and undirected
edges are added between nodes to prevent design rule errors.
The direction assignment on an undirected edge deter-
mines the order between nodeand node . It also means the
order of the crosspoints associated with nodeand node is
determined. Fig. 7 shows an example in which the undirected
edge is assigned with a proper direction and there-
fore the node order between and is determined. Since
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8. Interconnect geometry and capacitance versus spacing (SF = 1). (a) Minimum wire width with variable spacing. (b) Minimum wire width with one-track
spacing. (c) Minimum spacing with wire aspect ratio= 1.5. (d) Capacitance versus spacing.

the area of a layout is fixed after the global routing stage, the
goal of the optimization process is not to reduce the channel
height but to improve timing and routability by determining
net ordering and wire spacing. The height of the channel con-
straint graph (defined in [3]) is therefore fixed. We denote the
new problem using a fixed-height channel constraint graph as
the FCRP.

The main effort to enhance the routability of the solution of
the FCRP is to straighten segments as much as possible. To op-
timize interconnect timing, we propose an efficient node order
assignment algorithm in Section V and a space relaxation algo-
rithm in Section VI. The timing optimization process measures
the path delay on the fly and only targets the critical nets for
delay reduction. We describe the capacitance extraction model
and the delay calculation in the next section.

IV. FRAME WORK—RC EXTRACTION MODEL AND

INTERCONNECTDELAY

A. RC Extraction Model

In our capacitance extraction model, we assume the layer
above and the layer below a signal line are fully covered by
metal, except the topmost metal layer which does not have
an upper layer (see Fig. 8). Even if a layer above or below is
only 50% covered with metal, the vertical capacitance (also
commonly called “substrate capacitance”) from a 50% covered
metal layer is close to that from a fully covered metal layer
due to the fringing effect. We ran a capacitance solver [1]
to build up a lookup table for capacitance calculation using
three parameters: parallel running length, distance, and wire
aspect ratio. The wire geometry aspect ratio (height/width) was
tested at 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 for the lookup table. The effective

capacitance of wire is the summation of the contributions
from the upper layer , the lower layer , and
the intralayer neighboring wires , where

is the switching factor between two coupled signals
through wires and . In Fig. 8, the distance to the neighboring
wires is minimum spacing in (a) and increased to one-track
spacing in (b). Fig. 8(c) shows the metal wires at geometric
aspect ratio 1.5. Without considering signal switching activities
(switching factor ), the wire capacitance for various
wire geometric aspect ratios (AR1.0, AR1.5, AR2.0) versus the
spacing to neighboring wires is drawn in Fig. 8(d). By adding
one blank track at each side of a wire, the wire capacitance
is reduced by 23% for aspect ratio 1.0 and 33% for aspect
ratio 2.0. As the figure indicates, the reduction in coupling
capacitance due to extra spacing is very close to the minimum
at (one blank track). Therefore, in our crosspoint assignment
algorithms, we at most add one extra track of spacing around
sensitive critical wires. If the neighboring wires switch at the
same time in different directions, we double the amount of
intralayer coupling capacitance between neighbors (switching
factor ) for the delay calculation.

In Table I, the capacitances for wires at minimum distance
and separated by one blank track when the switching factor
is 1 and 2 are listed. For case 1, where the neighboring wires
switch in different directions at the same time ( ) with
minimum spacing, the intralayer capacitance is doubled from
that for silent neighboring wires. By adding shielding (ground)
wires in case 2 ( ), the coupling capacitance is reduced to
be the same as that for silent neighboring wires. Clearly, in the
presence of crosstalk ( ), adding one blank track around
a sensitive wire (case 3) is more useful than adding shielding
wires (case 2) in terms of delay. As Table I shows, adding one
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OFCOUPLING CAPACITANCE FORVARIOUS SWITCHING FACTORS, ASPECTRATIOS, AND SPACINGS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Wire segment and (b) distributedRC tree model.

blank track consistently gives better capacitance reduction than
adding shielding wires.

In our framework, the position of a component in the layout
is determined by the ANCW of the node that it corresponds
to. The capacitance of a wire is interpolated from the values in
the lookup table using geometric parameters (parallel-overlap-
ping length, distance, wire width). The resistance of a wire is

, where is conductivity, is wire width, is wire
length, and is the wire geometric ratio. The path-delay cal-
culation of distributedRCnetworks is described in the next sec-
tion.

B. Interconnect Delay

The Elmore delay calculation [2] is used to estimate path
delays. A model is used for each wire segment as shown
in Fig. 9(a). The Elmore delay of path

is a segment on from driver to sink is the
summation of the delay contribution of all the components on
the path. The delay contribution of a segmentis

ED

where is a downstream segment, is the capacitance of
, and is the resistance of . We obtain the Elmore path

delay ED ED .
From the path-delay expression ED, we extract the delay

contribution of one segment in terms of capacitance as

EDC

where is a upstream segment. Our heuristics for the
TDCA problem are mainly developed to reduce interconnect
coupling capacitance rather than interconnect resistance. If jogs
are not introduced, resistance should stay the same. Therefore,
the segment having the largest Elmore delay contribution EDC
among the interesting critical nets is processed with a higher
priority.

V. NET ORDERING ALGORITHM

The difference between the FCRP and the conventional CRP
is that the channel height in the FCRP is fixed and obstacles
may appear in the middle of a channel. One way to guarantee
the completion of crosspoint assignment for an FCRP is to allo-
cate only one crosspoint for each node as shown in Fig. 10(a).
This strategy usually generates a jog between two consecutive
crosspoints and thus degrades detailed routability significantly
and also increases wire length. One other more global way to
tackle FCRP is that all of the crosspoints with the same signal
are allocated into one node [as shown in Fig. 10(b)]. Then, all of
the horizontal constraints and vertical constraints are added in
the graph initially [as shown in Fig. 10(c)]. FCRP can therefore
be solved using the Glitter channel router [3] by determining
the direction assignment of undirected edges along with cycle
breaking and jog insertion. However, we encounter the diffi-
culty in jog insertion inside a constraint graph because a con-
straint graph does not provide information on wire density and
routability on a cell basis. As shown in Fig. 10(b), the straight
segment has overlapping with three blockages and needs to be
broken (by adding jogs) into smaller segments. This strategy
has difficulty with maintaining obstacles in the graph and it
tends to generate a large number of jogs at random locations
under the fixed area constraint. It may end up degrading detailed
routability.

As our experimental results will show in Section VII, the
delay improvement by net ordering accounts for about one half
of the total improvement, where relaxing spacing accounts for
the other half. We implemented our net ordering algorithm such
that all the pins on a selected boundary are assigned at once
starting from the most congested boundary and proceeding out-
ward. In Section V-A, we describe how to construct an initial
graph by partitioning channels. The net ordering algorithm is
presented in Section V-B and then the complexity analysis is
given in Section V-C.

A. Constraint Graph Construction

Before we add any jogs, all segments with the same signal
in a channel are straightened and represented by a single node
[as in Fig. 10(b)]. A node inside channel initially has only
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Approaches to solve FCRP. (a) Each crosspoint is represented by a node. (b) All crosspoints with the same signal are represented by the same node. (c)
Graph representation of (b).

Fig. 11. Channel partitioning according to wire density.

one vertical constraint from top node and one constraint to
bottom node . One technique to increase the solution space
of our approach is to divide a channel into subchannels based
on the wire density. In Fig. 11, the wire density along a channel
may drop to below . At the density , provided
by the user, signals should be easily routed successfully with
jogs and doglegs. For example, is reasonable for
a 10 10 track cell. By using a different node to represent
each broken segment, we break straightened segments inside a

cell whose wire density is below . For example, the
channel in Fig. 11 is broken into six groups (subchannels).

B. Algorithm

We calculate path delays on the fly during the optimization
process. To speed up the performance, only certain interesting
nets are selected for capacitance extraction and timing opti-
mization. Based on information from synthesis, placement, and
global routing, it is already known which nets potentially may
exceed their timing budget. Initially we assume each node of
the interesting nets has the worst possible neighboring wires
and then we do capacitance extraction. A net having a negative

timing slack value is called acritical net if its delay exceeds
the user-specified timing requirement. Nodes on a critical net
are calledcritical nodesand crosspoints for a critical node are
calledcritical crosspoints.

The node in the timing critical delay path having the
largest Elmore Delay Contribution (EDC) among all the nodes
on is called themost criticalnode (segment) of . Let
be the most critical segment (node) of the most critical path.
The net ordering algorithm always processes the most critical
subchannel that has the most critical segment (as
shown in Fig. 11). It starts from the most congested boundary

inside subchannel and proceeds outward. We show
the basic flow of the net ordering algorithm in Fig. 12.

A crosspoint isprocessedif it is inserted into the graph. A
node is processed if any one of its crosspoints is inserted into a
graph. The crosspoints on a selected boundary are inserted into
the graph in the following order:

1) the crosspoints whose nodes are fixed;
2) the crosspoints whose nodes have been processed,

starting from bottommost one;
3) the rest of the crosspoints.
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Fig. 12. Basic flow of net ordering algorithm.

For each new crosspoint insertion, all the geometric intervals
between the existing assigned crosspoints and obstacles are ex-
amined to satisfy design rules. The interval with the minimum
cost is selected and the crosspoint is inserted into the graph. The
cost function to assign crosspointin the interval is
equal to the coupling capacitance increase among critical nets in
the system. Therefore, the objective to find a lowest cost cross-
point assignment is directly connected to a lowest coupling ca-
pacitance increase among critical nets. The cost function is de-
scribed as follows:

where is the change in capacitance due to the change
in lengths of the vertical segments connected to the two ends
of the segments of interest. It includes the contribution from
the current segment and those from the critical descendents
( ) of . is the coupling capacitance
of the rest of system except that in the interval . The
critical measure if crosspoint is critical, otherwise

.
If all crosspoints of boundary inside a region are assigned,

we say boundary is processed. For capacitance extraction pur-
poses, of each unprocessed crosspoint is calcu-
lated assuming that has two worst neighbors on its boundary
which gives the largest coupling capacitance.

Let the existing components (crosspoints or blockages) on
boundary be and the bottommost component
on boundary of the upper channel be and the topmost
component on boundary of the lower channel be (see

Fig. 13). Suppose crosspoint is about to be assigned. Its
node is . The assignments between pairs of consecutive
components are all verified for
design rules. An assignment of on boundary is valid if it
satisfies . The maximal space interval
between and is equal to

. If none
of these assignments is valid and there are intervals large
enough to accommodate, we break between the previous
boundary and the current boundary. Then the new node
of is inserted into boundary. If there is no interval large
enough for , we rip up all crosspoints on boundaryand
break all nodes between boundaryand . The new nodes
of ripped crosspoints are assigned back to boundaryfrom the
bottom in the ascending order of their old ANCW because we
want to preserve the net ordering inherited from boundary
for better routability.

In Fig. 13, boundary is first processed and then it pro-
ceeds to boundary. The crosspoint for net on boundary
is tested and cannot be extended; therefore, we break it into two
nodes: and . Node is then inserted into boundary
at the minimum cost. Node has a crosspoint at the bottom of
the cell and one at boundary. Since the crosspoints of node

are not processed, the crosspoint ofon boundary is in-
serted after is inserted.

C. Time Complexity of Net Ordering Algorithm

The net ordering algorithm has two major computational
parts—boundary pin assignment and delay calculation. The
dimension of the cell plane is and the size of
a cell is in units of tracks. The computation
time to assign pins on a single boundary is . There are

critical nets passing through a boundary, whereis the
percentage of nets that are timing critical. The average number
of segments of a net is , therefore the time to calculate
the Elmore delay of a critical net is . After each boundary
is processed, the Elmore delay of the critical nets through that
boundary is calculated in time. The total time
complexity to do pin assignment and delay calculation for the
whole circuit is . In practical industrial
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13. Crosspoint assignment and its graph representation. (a) Boundaryb is
processed after boundaryb�1. (b)n3 is broken ton3a andn3b. (c) Insertn4.

circuits, the size of a cell is fixed (e.g., 7 7 to 20 20
tracks) and not scalable. Therefore, the time complexity is

.

VI. SPACE RELAXATION ALGORITHM

In practical circuits, not all of the cells are fully congested.
We aim to utilize the remaining routing resources in the uncon-
gested cells to reduce the coupling capacitance of critical nets.

Based on the fixed channel graph in which net ordering has been
assigned, we further increase the edge weights of critical nodes
to push neighboring nodes away. Two techniques are proposed
to relax spacing in Section VI-A.

A. Algorithm

In a channel graph, there may be multiple critical nodes to
which we need to allocate routing resources. Since there may
be multiple directed paths connecting two critical nodes in a
channel graph, the space allocation for one node may degrade
the possible space allocation of other critical nodes on the same
path. To alleviate the ordering problem in space allocation prob-
lems, we allocate only partial space resources around a node at
each iteration. At each iteration, thecritical node with the
largest Elmore delay contribution EDC among the most crit-
ical net is selected
for space relaxation. The spatial slack of nodeis equal to
( ), which is analogous to the geometric
movable range of node . Two stages of relaxation optimiza-
tion are applied to the most critical node at each iteration. The
flow of the space relaxation algorithm is in Fig. 14.

In line 1 of Fig. 14, there are two types of optimization ob-
jectives. is to select all the timing critical paths and add
spacing to their most timing critical nodes iteratively. is to
only select the most timing critical path and add spacing to its
most critical node. reduces capacitance of all the critical
nets, but only reduces that of the net with the worst timing.
In our experiments, we only run and show the overall delay
reduction in all the timing critical nets. The self relaxation and
neighbor relaxation algorithms are described in the following
paragraphs.

Node is said to beself-relaxableif , i.e.,
. The movable range of nodeis [ ,

]. That is, the position of nodecan be anywhere be-
tween and . At every iteration, the most crit-
ical node is selected to either add space to all neighbors on
one side of itself (self relaxation) or add space to only one se-
lected neighbor (neighbor relaxation). If is self-relaxable,
we need to decide which one of the upper and lower sides of

should have space added based on the least cost. The cost
function for ’s self-relaxation for adding spacing to all the
adjacent ancestors is as follows:

where is the capacitance increase from the
vertical trunks connected to node. The self relaxation cost
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Fig. 14. Pseudocode of space relaxation.

function for adding spacing to all theadjacent descendents
is as follows:

If , we add an extra spacing

above by increasing to
,

where is the minimum space from to all
adjacent ancestors and is a user-specified
number (e.g., 0.5 track). If , we
add an extra spacing

below by increasing
to

, where is the
minimum space from to all adjacent descendents. The
self-relaxation is continued until either
or the minimum spacing to ’s neighbors exceeds
one-blank-track spacing. Then, it proceeds to the second stage
of neighbor relaxation.

If is not self-relaxable, its relaxable neighbor with the
lowest cost is selected for neighbor relaxation at each iteration.
The cost to add spacing betweenand its movable neighbor

is as follows:

where is the one of and whichever has the least
ANCW.

Critical neighbors are processed prior to noncritical
neighbors. To add extra spacing between and selected
neighbor , the edge weight is incremented by

. The neighbor
relaxation process is continued until either exceeds
one-blank-track spacing or . Note
that the two relaxation stages (self-relaxation and neighbor
relaxation) add spacing also to neighboring nodes outside
of the local channel by increasing the weights of the edges
connected the neighbors outside of the local channel. The
spacing between two nodes inside two adjacent channels is
relaxed by adding edge weight between the two. We show an
example of self-relaxation and neighbor relaxation on node 4
in Fig. 15. The light shaded region of each node in Fig. 15(a)
stands for the movable region and the dark nodes in Fig. 15(b)
are nonrelaxable because extra spaces (dark shaded areas)
are added and its spatial slack . The relaxable neighbors

are further relaxed outward by adding extra
edge weight until the spatial slack .

B. Time Complexity of Spacing Algorithm

We first calculate the runtime for space relaxation on a critical
segment. The dimension of thecell plane is . The size of
a cell is in tracks. The average number of segments on a
net is . There are critical nets, so segments need
to be space relaxed. Self-relaxation for each node takes at most
four iterations and neighbor relaxation takes at most two itera-
tions for each pair of nodes, if track.
In the worst case, nodes need to have their ANCW and
DESW recalculated if extra spacing is added between a pair of
nodes. Therefore the execution time for the self relaxation of
a node is . A node has at most neighbors, thus the
runtime for the neighbor relaxation of a node is .
The execution time for space relaxation on a node becomes

. The total runtime to relax spacing of critical segments
is .

Secondly, we want to calculate the runtime for Elmore delay
calculation. The average number of segments of a net is,
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15. (a) Movable ranges (light shaded). (b) Self-relaxation ofn4. Nodes with zero spatial slack are shaded. (c) Neighbor relaxation ofn1, n3, n5, andn6.

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OFBENCHMARK CIRCUITS

therefore the time to calculate the Elmore delay of a critical
net is . Each step of space relaxation changes at most the
timing delay of nodes in the same channel. In the worst
case, the timing delay of moved nodes needs to be calculated at
each step of space relaxation. The maximum number of space
relaxation steps is (self relaxationsneighbor relaxations)

. Therefore the time com-
plexity to update timing slack database is

.
The overall time complexity of the spacing algorithm be-

comes .

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the timing- and crosstalk-driven
prerouter in GNU C on Unix systems. To test the MCNC
macrocell benchmark circuits, we generate placements by the
TimberWolfMC placer [18], global routing by a Steiner tree
heuristic [19], and complete detailed routing by the Kokanee
tile-based router [20].

The characteristics of the tested MCNC benchmark circuits
are listed in Table II. Area and length in tables are in the unit of
minimum feature size (mfs) of its fabrication process. In all of
our tested circuits, we usemfs m.

The two-layer layouts for the tested circuits are shown in
Fig. 16. In Table III, we select the six largest nets fromami33,
each of which has more than 28 pins, as critical nets (actual
timing information is not available for these benchmarks). For
each large net in each column, the switching factor

and , where , , . In the right-
most column, we let all of the selected large nets be critical nets

and optimize their interconnect while setting
switching factor , where , and the rest . We
obtain a 5%–16% path-delay reduction for wire geometric as-
pect ratio 1.0, an 8.2%–21% reduction for aspect ratio 1.5, and
a 9.7%–25% reduction for aspect ratio 2.0. The path-delay re-
duction varies quite differently from net to net because it highly
depends on the wire density of the regions where a net goes
into. In the rightmost column of Table III, “ ” stands for
applying the net ordering and spacing optimizations and “”
means only the net-ordering optimization is applied. It shows
that the net-ordering algorithm accounts for about 45% of the
timing improvement.

Elmore delay can be less accurate if fanout is large. To give a
more accurate estimation of delay reduction, we will only show
the optimization results on two-pin nets in the following tables.
In Table IV, we select six groups of two-pin nets and these six
groups are independent of each other. We obtain a 5%–13%
delay reduction at aspect ratio 1.0, a 6.8%–15.4% reduction at
aspect ratio 1.5, and a 8.4%–18.5% reduction at aspect ratio 2.0.
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Fig. 16. Two-layer layout of tested MCNC benchmark circuits.

TABLE III
DELAY REDUCTION FORLARGE PIN-COUNT NETS IN MCNC BENCHMARK ami33IN TWO METAL LAYERS

TABLE IV
OPTIMIZATION FOR TWO-PIN AND THREE-PIN NETS IN ami33

In the rightmost column of Table IV, the net-ordering algorithm
accounts for about 70% of the total improvement.

Some of the global routing cells are comparatively small and
do not have enough routing resources to complete all the routes.
The tile-based area router merges the failing global cells with
neighboring global cells and completes the final routing in the
increased areas. In Table V, for each column we optimize the
timing of the selected groups from Table IV. The routability of
pin assignment is measured by the number of failing nets before

merging global cells, as shown in Table V. If we delete 5% of
the net lengths ( in the table), this increases the amount
of routing space in the cells. It is done by randomly selecting
nets for deletion until the total net length is reduced by 5%. As
the table indicates and as we expected, the delay reduction in-
creases in this case. Note that the routability is quite good in
both cases, in fact, the detailed router has no difficulty in com-
pleting all connections after merging each (of the few) failed
cells with its neighboring cells.
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TABLE V
PATH DELAY IMPROVEMENT AND ROUTING FAILURES VERSUSWIRE DENSITY IN ami33

TABLE VI
PATH-DELAY IMPROVEMENT FORTWO METAL LAYERS IN PERCENTAGE(10% NETS ARECRITICAL)

TABLE VII
PATH-DELAY IMPROVEMENT FORFOUR METAL LAYERS IN PERCENTAGE(10%

OF THE NETS ARECRITICAL)

In Table VI, for each circuit, we randomly chose a set of
two-pin nets which accounts for 10% of the total wire length
in each tested circuit. The selected two-pin nets are treated as
critical nets while setting between them and
otherwise. In Table VI, we delete 5%, 10%, and 20% of the
net lengths to measure the impact on the timing improvement
as more routing spaces are available, compared with the orig-
inal circuits. They are denoted as 1.0, 0.95, 0.90, and 0.80 for
0%, 5%, 10%, and 20% net length deletion, respectively. The
cases for two and four metal layers are tested in Table VI and
Table VII, respectively. All of the tested circuits show a con-
sistently increasing reduction in delay for lowering wire den-
sity and larger wire geometric ratio except the apte circuit. The
apte circuit already has sparse wire density in most of the
cells and, therefore, little improvement is seen as we decrease
the wire density. This is also the case for apte for the four-layer
case, as shown in Table VII.

The data in Table VI is plotted in Fig. 17 for two metal layers.
It illustrates the average performance improvement on these test
cases by tuning net ordering and adjusting wire spacing without
increasing chip area. The rightmost data point of each curve
in the picture represents the case where is set to zero,
shown as a theoretical lower bound for path-delay reduction.
Our timing optimizer achieves 46% of the optimal path-delay

Fig. 17. Average path-delay reduction versus wire density in Table VI.

TABLE VIII
PATH DELAY IMPROVEMENT OFALL NETS FOR TWOMETAL LAYERS IN

PERCENTAGE

reduction, on average, where the optimal delay reduction is ob-
tained by putting infinite space around each wire segment. As
we expect, the taller the wires are in a deep submicrometer
process, the more path delay and reduction we can ob-
tain.

In Table VIII, we select all the nets for optimization and set
every net as aggressor ( ) to each other. The value of our
new method is clearly shown by a consistent 4%–16% delay
reduction by our efficient heuristics at no routing area penalty.
Please note that the placement and global routing results of all
test cases are from [21]. They are the best reported core sizes
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to date. Our new approach demonstrates that it is possible to
make significant improvement on coupling capacitance and still
complete the routing of dense designs.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We have presented a timing- and crosstalk-driven router for
the chip assembly task that is applied between global and de-
tailed routing. Our new approach aims to process the crosstalk
and timing constraints by ordering nets and tuning wire spacing
in a quantitative way. The new approach fits between global
routing and detailed routing along the physical design flow. It is
the first to address the timing- and crosstalk-driven area routing
problem using crosspoint assignment prior to the detailed
routing stage, in contrast to the previous approaches which are
applied in the post-detailed routing stage. Our new approach
enjoys a larger optimization solution space than the previous
approaches whose solution space is highly limited by routed
geometric constraints. Based on the global routing information,
our graph-based optimizer preroutes wires on the global routing
grids incrementally. The graph-based optimizer has two stages,
net order assignment and space relaxation. A quick capacitance
extraction and Elmore delay calculator considering signal
switching activities were implemented to find the timing of
critical nets and to provide the timing slack database of critical
nets. As the graph-based algorithm proceeds, the path delay of
critical nets and the timing slack database are updated. During
the optimization process, it only optimizes the timing critical
paths with negative slack values. The experimental results
showed a 5%–16% delay reduction for MCNC macrocell
benchmark circuits for a 0.25-m process for wire geometric
ratio (height/width) 1.0, against a 25% delay reduction if
there is infinite space around each metal wire on the same layer.
It showed a remarkable 8.4%–25% delay reduction for MCNC
benchmarks for wire geometric ratio 2.0, against a 33%
delay reduction if there is infinite space around each metal wire.
As experimental results indicated, our new approach overall
achieved an average 46% reduction on intralayer coupling
capacitance. Therefore, the delay reduction by our optimizer is
more significant when the minimum feature size continuously
shrinks and the wire geometric ratio increases.
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